He fell in love with the butcher’s daughter
When he saw her passing by in her white trousers
Dangling a knife on a ring at her belt.
He stared at the dark shining drops on the paving-stones.

One day he followed her
Down the slanting lane at the back of the shambles.
A door stood half-open
And the stairs were brushed and clean,
Her shoes paired on the bottom step,
Each tread marked with the red crescent
Her bare heels left, fading to faintest at the top.

Summary and analysis:
This is an intriguing poem which leaves the reader with more questions than answers.
The story it tells is quite a simple one, yet the message is anything but. In a 2006 interview, Ní Chuílleanáin said that the sense of mystery in her poems means that when one gets to the centre or core of her poems, ‘the centre is never quite there’. She says that the journey is more important than the final destination.1

The poem is a third person narrative and is reminiscent of a myth or a folk-tale. The place is not specified, it is simply ‘Street’. This lends universality to the poem: the events could happen anywhere.

1 Patricia Boyle Haberstroh and Eiléan Ní Chuílleanáin - Irish University Review Vol. 37, No. 1, Special Issue: Eiléan Ní Chuílleanáin (Spring - Summer, 2007), pp. 36-49 Published by: Edinburgh University Press
The unnamed man in the poem is entranced by the butcher’s daughter, but there is no indication of her being aware of, let alone reciprocating, his advances. She is called ‘the butcher’s daughter’ rather than being given a name. This makes us think once again of the princesses, knights and various other characters in fairy tales of old who are defined by their role rather than their individuality. There is also something particularly local in the description of her: all that needs to be said is that she is ‘the butcher’s daughter’.

Her femininity seems at odds with her job: butchering is traditionally a male role. Does this lend a touch of exoticism to the description of the girl? The word ‘butcher’ immediately brings to mind blood and slaughter. Interestingly, the word ‘blood’ is never mentioned in the poem, despite its playing such an important role.

The butcher’s daughter wears the white trousers associated with her trade. White is normally associated with innocence and purity, but here it is worn by someone whose livelihood is based on death. Dangling from a ‘ring at her belt’ is a knife. ‘Dangling’ has a number of meanings here. First, it can be seen as a casual acceptance of the violence of butchering: the knife is a tool of the trade and is always to hand even when not being used. Second, there is an element of threat in the description. The knife is carelessly worn, perhaps, but its bouncing movement at her hip reminds us that it is something the girl could easily wield at a moment’s notice if necessary. Third, the dangling knife seems an oddly unfeminine accessory. We might expect the girl in the poem to wear dangling jewellery, perhaps, but not a knife! Finally, the word ‘dangling’ brings to mind the idea of something being held tantalisingly out of reach, pulling us forward as we strive to reach it.

The man in the poem is fascinated by the bright drops of blood left in the butcher’s daughter’s wake and finds himself staring at them. In fairy-tales and folk-tales, there is often a trail that one of the characters must follow. The trail here is made by spots of blood on the ground, which is a rather gruesome take on the idea.

There is a cinematic quality to the poem in that we move from shot to shot and we are drawn into the world of the butcher’s daughter and the man who is likewise drawn to her.

The second stanza tells of the man following the butcher’s daughter one day. As there is no sense that she is aware of his interest, this might be viewed as either sinister or
romantic! The choice is yours. The lane behind the shambles (slaughterhouse) is 'slanting', suggesting perhaps that nothing in this little tale is straightforward.

The door through which she passes stands 'half-open' which indicates that her world is partly closed to him. Seeing beyond a door or boundary to try to discover the mystery on the other side is a major pattern in Ní Chuíleáinín's poetry. Doors are also associated with femininity: the poet says that 'anything hollow or enclosed' is linked to a female body that 'contains and then reveals'. So the half-open door here can be seen as a symbol of the butcher's daughter's sensuality or sexuality. It attracts the man, yet she is not easily attainable.

The door is also a symbol of the boundary between the public and the private. Inside the steps are 'brushed and clean' and the setting seems a tidy, domestic one with the shoes left neatly paired on the bottom step. As the butcher's daughter climbs the stairs, the residue of blood on her heels fades 'to faintest at the top'. Although the man may have fallen in love with her, she is mysterious and remote and moves further and further away from him throughout the poem until all traces of her have vanished. She is a mystery, and this is what makes her so fascinating.

The most engaging aspect of this poem is the potential for the reader to use his or her imagination. The poet does not force her views on us but rather offers us a glimpse into the characters' lives and allows us to draw our own conclusions. Ní Chuíleáinín explains her method thus: 'I write poems that mean a lot to me, but I can't expect them to mean that to other people. What I am trying to do is to suggest, to phrase, to find a way for somebody to pick up certain suggestions and to give things like visual clues, colour, light and darkness.'

\textsuperscript{2} ibid
Translation

_For the reburial of the Magdalenes_

The soil frayed and sifted evens the score –
There are women here from every county,
Just as there were in the laundry.

White light blinded and bleached out
The high relief of a glance, where steam danced
Around stone drains and giggled and slipped across water.

Assist them now, ridges under the veil, shifting,
Searching for their parents, their names,
The edges of words grinding against nature,

As if, when water sank between the rotten teeth
Of soap, and every grasp seemed melted, one voice
Had begun, rising above the shuffle and hum

Until every pocket in her skull blared with the note –
Allow us now to hear it, sharp as an infant's cry
While the grass takes root, while the steam rises:

Washed clean of idiom · the baked crust
Of words that made my temporary name ·
A parasite that grew in me · that spell
Lifted · I lie in earth sifted to dust ·
Let the bunched keys I bore slacken and fall ·
I rise and forget · a cloud over my time.

Background:

The Magdalene laundries were institutions run by nuns. Some of the women in the laundries were unmarried mothers, others were locked away for what was euphemistically described as their own protection. Yet more were young girls transferred directly from the industrial schools.

Mary Norris ended up in a Magdalene laundry for disobeying an order. A teenage servant in Kerry, she took a forbidden night off, and was taken away to a convent. From there she was dispatched to the Magdalene laundry in Cork. Immediately on arrival, the nuns changed her name – standard practice in all the Magdalene laundries. "When I went in there," recalls Mary, "my dignity, who I was, my name, everything was taken. I was a nonentity, nothing, nobody."

Some of the women in the laundries were unmarried mothers, others were locked away for what was euphemistically described as their own protection. Yet more were young girls transferred directly from the industrial schools.

Mary Norris ended up in a Magdalene laundry for disobeying an order. A teenage servant in Kerry, she took a forbidden night off, and was taken away to a convent where the nuns had her examined to see was she still a virgin (which she was). From there she was dispatched to the Magdalene laundry in Cork. Immediately on arrival, the nuns changed her name – standard practice in all the Magdalene laundries. "When I went in there," recalls Mary, "my dignity, who I was, my name, everything was taken. I was a nonentity, nothing, nobody."

In 1993, property held by the Sisters of Our Lady of Charity of Refuge in Dublin which once served as a convent laundry was to be sold to a developer for public use. It was known at that time that some 133 graves existed, unmarked, in a cemetery on the convent grounds. The bodies were exhumed and reburied in Glasnevin cemetery. However, when the exhumation began, a further 22 unnamed and unrecorded bodies were found. Later, when the remains exhumed from High Park Convent were reinterred

3 Mary Raftery in the Guardian newspaper, June 2011
at Glasnevin cemetery, memorial gravestones were installed. The poem ‘Translation’ was read at the reburial ceremony.

The last Magdalene laundry closed in 1996.

**Summary and analysis:**

The poet is concerned here with giving a voice to the voiceless. She is also keen that as well as the Magdalene women who suffered under a cruel and oppressive regime, we remember that the nuns who ran the laundries were not solely to blame but were acting on the authority of and with the approval of the government and society at large. ‘Women from orphanages, Magdalene homes, mother-and-baby homes - and their families - are insisting on the stories of these places - their loneliness, hardship, and not infrequent cruelty - being told. The Irish appetite for history asserts itself again, demanding recognition for events which were supposed to be outside history. As so often in the past thirty or so years, it is clear that the politics of Catholic Ireland are centered on the personal, sexual, and familial and that the live issues of the day spring from the need to acknowledge the past. While nuns figure in the stories that are being told now, they are flanked by others, perhaps the real authority figures: priests, doctors, and policemen. In the background are the politicians and bureaucrats who decide how little would be paid, and when nothing would be paid, for the upkeep of the powerless.’

The poem opens with a description of the ground in Glasnevin cemetery. It has been broken up by the gravediggers in preparation for the reburial. In some ways, this might be seen to ‘even the score’ as the women are finally being recognised and properly buried. The grave will contain remains of women from every county in Ireland, just as the mourners come from all over the country. The women in the laundries – wherever their places of origin – were linked by injustice and cruelty, now those who come to see them laid to rest are linked by a recognition of this injustice.

The second stanza brings us into the laundry itself. The opening is rather obscure: ‘White light blinded and bleached out / The high relief of a glance’. It could refer to a statue high above the workers (the word ‘relief’ hints at that) which is bleached by the

---

4 Adapted from ‘Justice for Magdalenes’ – The National Women’s Council of Ireland
steam so that it cannot be seen clearly nor can its gaze fall on the workers. If it is a
religious statue, then it can offer no comfort as it is ‘blinded’ and ‘bleached out’. This
description may also refer to high windows which offer no relief to those who hope to
glimpse the outside world: the bright light shining in and the rising steam mean that
nothing can be seen and the confinement of the laundry room remains absolute. The
word ‘blinded’ is an interesting one and could also be seen to refer to the blindness of
society to these women’s plight. Ni Chuilleanin often uses architecture as a metaphor
and in her poem ‘Bessboro’ about the mother and baby home in Cork, she sees the ‘high
blind windows’ as hiding the history of the place.  

The language in the remainder of the second stanza contrasts the misery of the women’s
working lives with the gaiety and fun more generally associated with youth. The steam
dances, giggles and slips down drains and across water. There is an irony to this as the
women have no such opportunity for levity or uninhibited movement. We might also
think of children who dance and giggle: any children born to these unfortunate women
were quickly taken from them and placed for adoption.

In the third stanza, the poet calls on us to help these women as they go to their final rest.
The imperative ‘Assist them now’ brings to mind the words of a prayer, which is fitting in
the context of the poem. The women are reduced to small piles of remains lying under
the earth and leaving only raised ridges to show where they lie. They are described as
being under a veil, which can be interpreted in a number of ways. First, they are hidden
from sight by the ‘veil’ of the earth. But of course the word ‘veil’ also reminds us of the
nuns who ran these institutions; their actions and their treatment of the women were
hidden or veiled from the outside world as they were protected by the Church. Ni
Chuilleanain also used this image of the veil in her poem about the Bessboro mother and
baby home, describing the mist and rain as veiling the building and obscuring its story.

The spirits of these women are ‘shifting’ under the earth as they search for their identity.
It is easy to imagine how they might not rest in peace when we consider the way they
were treated in life and the anonymity and indignity of their first burial.

---

6 "The Architectural metaphor in the poetry of Eileen Ni Chuilleanain.." The Free Library. 2007 Irish
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The poet imagines one voice attempting to be heard above the ‘shuffle and hum’ of work in the laundry. The imagery used to describe the women’s work is overwhelmingly negative. The soap they use is compared to ‘rotten teeth’ as it is shrinks to a ragged edge, and the women’s grasp of the clothes is ‘melted’ in the scalding water they use. Their desperation and cry for help is futile as only ‘The edges of words’ can be heard against the grinding of the machinery.

But the voice ‘Had begun’ and is at last being heard, albeit from the mouths of others who have taken up their cause.

Finally the voice is loud enough to be heard, perhaps even by a nun who worked in the laundry and was, in her own way a victim of the attitudes of Irish society at that time. We can all hear of the injustice now and it is as loud and unignorable as ‘an infant’s cry’. By mentioning the baby, the poet reminds us of all those infants who were taken from their mothers soon after birth.

Grass may take root on the grave, but the memory of the steam from the laundry will still rise to form a cloud over our country’s history.

The laundry, which was intended to wash away the Magdalene women’s sins, has also washed the workers clean of ‘idiom’ or names which were used to diminish and demean them. They were also given ‘temporary names’ when they entered the laundry and left their past behind, just as the nuns who entered the convent took saint’s names to signify the beginning of a new life.

The final stanza of the poem can also be seen as referring to the nun who bore the ‘bunched keys’ of the laundry. Her role as prison guard over these women has ended and she too, can rest in peace now. The ‘parasite’ or ‘spell’ that grew within her has gone and she too can rest in peace. The poet shows compassion for all of those who were involved in the laundries and recognises that the nuns were reflecting society’s attitudes towards the ‘fallen’ women. Those who tacitly supported the laundries have escaped unscathed, by and large, and left the religious orders to take the brunt of the blame.

The title of the poem now makes sense to the reader as we see that she has translated the women’s suffering and their forced silence into words.